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New Russia sanctions could eventually leave Europe
in drastic need of diesel
It will be dif�cult to replace the existing supply of Russian oil products when
new EU sanctions come into force on Sunday, according to one broker.
Hafnia predicts a strong market.
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When the European Union halts all imports of re�ned petroleum products, demand
for diesel is bound to surge, and the already thriving product tanker market will get a
further boost.

But the ban might also entail that European diesel inventories are too low to meet
demand.

Daily EU diesel consumption amounts to approx. 6.4 million barrels, with the union
producing around 5 million barrels per day, while 700,000 barrels are imported from
Russia. This portion is no longer there once the ban becomes effective.

Broker company BRS Group estimates that blocking Russian exports will affect diesel
and gas oil the most, as these fuels represent roughly 60 percent.

”This assumption is based on the premise that there are few alternatives to Russian
supply, thereby potentially leaving the globe facing an acute diesel shortage later this
year,” writes BRS Group in an analysis.

Two price caps at play

On Feb. 5, the EU’s new sanctions on imports of seaborne oil products from Russia
come into force.

Imports of Russian petroleum products are thus prohibited in EU member nations
and the UK unless cargoes are traded below an agreed price cap.

According to BRS Group, Group of Seven (G7) nations are aiming for two price caps:
one at USD 100 per barrel of diesel, another at USD 45 per barrel for cheaper fuels.

Similar to the already existing cap on Russian crude of USD 60 per barrel, the latest
measures are launched to prevent Russia from using oil income to �nance the war in

This assumption is based on the premise that there
are few alternatives to Russian supply, thereby
potentially leaving the globe facing an acute diesel
shortage
BRS
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Ukraine.

Since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, freight rates in the tanker market have surged. The
invasion led many countries to halt petroleum imports from Russia, meaning oil now
has to be shipped in from more distant locations such as the Middle East, India and
China.

Ships are thus deployed for an extended period in relation to each voyage, limiting
the overall supply and increasing prices.

This development received a further boost at the start of December when the EU and
G7 nations introduced a price cap on Russian crude. Many industry players therefore
expect the upcoming sanctions on petroleum products to have an intensifying effect.

Another market boost

Leading tanker carrier Hafnia expects to see a further ton-mile increase driven by
longer voyages for both Russian exports as well as European imports of products as a
substitute for Russian volumes.

”Our analyses still indicate that 3 as a consequence of sanctions coming into force on
Feb. 5 3 there will be extra demand for substantially more than 100 MR vessels on the
general market which should have a positive effect on rates as well,” Hafnia writes.

And the strong market conditions are not bound to end any time soon, according to
the carrier.

”With an aging �eet on the water and a historically low order book, the supply side
seems to be under control well into 2025. Combined with global oil demand, which is
still surging, and not least with China now moving away from Covid-19 conditions, we
face some very bene�cial market fundamentals the next couple of years,” states
Hafnia. 

Our analyses still indicate that – as a consequence of
sanctions coming into force on Feb. 5 – there will be
extra demand
Hafnia
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The general expectation is that crude demand will surge in 2023, following China
easing off Covid demands.

EU nations have already adopted eight sanctions packages against Russia. These
have targeted individuals, organizations and the Russian state.
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